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Abstract: This article presents an experimental study, performed in the BERGAME setup, dedicated 
to studying the collection of submicron aerosol particles by raindrops. The initial aim was to focus on 
the influence of the electrical charges of raindrops on the efficiency with which they collect aerosol 
particles. However, in the relative humidity range considered in this article (26-36%), measurements 
highlight a first-order role of phoretic effect for submicron aerosol particles. Indeed, measurements 
highlight a 100% increase in the collection efficiency for each percentage decrease in the atmospheric 
relative humidity. Phoretic effects are known to play a role in collection by drops; however, none 
of the models found in the literature predicts the same magnitude as the one presently measured. 
Characterization of the aerosol trajectories around the drop, accelerated to terminal velocity, seems to 
show a coupling between phoretic effects and rear capture. This interaction, already suggested by 
Grover et al., is a line of explanation for such a sharp unpredicted increase of the collection efficiency 
with moisture decrease.

Keywords: raindrop; aerosol; collection efficiency; phoretic effects

1. Introduction and Theoretical Background
Aerosol particles are an essential component of the atmosphere, with about 8000 MT of particulate 

matter produced or suspended in the troposphere each year [1]. These particles contribute to air 
quality [2], soil fertilization (e.g., of the Amazon [3]) and cloud formation [4]. By interacting with 
clouds, they contribute significantly to the water cycle and the Earth's radiation balance [5]. One of the 
main sources of uncertainty in climate models is related to interactions between aerosols and clouds [6]. 
Similarly, in the event of a nuclear accident involving the release of radionuclides, a significant portion
of the radioactivity is emitted as aerosol particles [7]. Soil is mainly contaminated through below-cloud 
scavenging of aerosol particles by precipitation [8], as well as through in-cloud scavenging [9-11]. 
Atmospheric aerosol particles originate in many ways. The primary sources are sea spray, wind-driven 
dust, volcanic eruptions, and human activities. The secondary sources are associated with the 
gas-to-particle conversion of certain gases present in the atmosphere. The size of these particles 
varies, ranging from nanometers to around one hundred microns. Particles of anthropogenic origin
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represent an increasingly large proportion of aérosol particles in the atmosphère. Of all anthropogenic 
pollution, radioactive releases from nuclear accidents represent a particular hazard for humans and 
the environment.

Nanometric particles coagulate with themselves or other atmospheric aerosols through Brownian 
motion, and large particles settle on the ground due to gravity [12]. There is therefore a size range 
of particles that have a long residence time in the atmosphere. This size range is referred to as 
accumulation mode [13]. It is made up of particles with a diameter of between 200 nm and 2 pm. These 
particles can remain in the upper troposphere for several months [1] and can be transported over long 
distances, crossing oceans and continents [4]. Just like all other aerosols, once emitted, radioactive 
particles undergo these physical processes that amass them in the accumulation mode.

The accumulation of particles in the atmosphere within this size range is essentially limited by 
two wet deposition processes: in-cloud scavenging (which is largely due to the activation of aerosols 
to form droplets [9]) and below-cloud scavenging. Both these scavenging processes can be described 
by the scavenging coefficient (Ara;„). It describes, at mesoscale, the fraction of particles collected by all 
the drops per unit of time (Equation (1)).

Ar
1 dc(dapj

C(dap) dt (1)

C(d«p) X ddap is the number concentration of aerosol with a diameter between dap and dap + ddap. 

This coefficient Arain is, by definition (Equation (2)), linked to a microphysical parameter referred to 
as the collection efficiency (E).

Arain{dap^ 4 Ddrop')Ei,Ddrop, dapj Ddrop n{DdropjdDdrop
Ddrop=0

(2)

In this equation, Ddrop) is the terminal velocity of a drop of diameter Ddr0p, and n(üdro^ X

dDdr0p is the number concentration of drops with a diameter between Ddr0p and Ddr0p + dDdr0p. 
This microphysical parameter describes the fraction of particles collected, in the volume of air swept 
by one drop, during its fall. Various mechanisms cause collision between the particles and drops. For 
nanometric particles (dap < 0.1 pm), the Brownian motion of aerosols is often considered the dominant 
collection mechanism [14,15]. For micron-size aerosols (dap > 1 pm), the inertia of particles causes 
them to deviate from fluid flow streamlines and collide with the droplet [14,16-18]. The intermediate 
particle size range (0.1 pm < dap < 1 pm) is referred to as the Greenfield gap [19]. Several mechanisms, 
none of which are dominant, cause the particles in this range to collide with the drops. These include: 
interception [14,16], phoretic effects (thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis) [18,20,21], and electrical 
forces [18,22-27]. Their collection efficiency can be determined either theoretically by carrying 
out Lagrangian particle tracking in the flow around the drop [17,18,26-28] or experimentally in 
a laboratory [21,26,29-34].

However, drops with a diameter greater than 1.6 mm oscillate up to a frequency of 120 Hz [35]. 
These high-frequency oscillations yield unreliable Navier-Stokes equation solutions for the two-phase 
flow at this flow regime. The drops with a diameter larger than 1.6 mm are, however, the greater 
part of the falling mass during a regular rainfall [36]. The inability to model the air flow around 
these drops—and therefore the collection efficiency of particles—is one of the limitations to reliably 
modelling wet deposition of particles by rain.

This issue arises in comparing the scavenging coefficient deduced from theoretical definitions 
(Equation (2)) and in situ observation (Equation (1)). Indeed, for several authors [37-40], the scavenging 
coefficients measured in the atmosphere for aerosols in the Greenfield gap are several orders of 
magnitude greater than those obtained using theoretical collection efficiencies from the literature [14,15].
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As stated above, within the Greenfield gap, two mechanisms are often considered to govern 
collection: phoretic and electrostatic effects. This paper therefore follows previous studies [29,32,41-43] 
dedicated to understanding the source of these major differences. The research of Sow and Lemaitre [42, 
43] focused on the influence of electrostatic effects on the collection of micronic particles (dap > 1 pm) 
by raindrops (Ddr0p = 2.5 mm), focusing particularly on the control of electric charges carried by the 
drops and aerosols. This paper focuses on submicronic aerosols. Collection efficiency measurements 
were carried out in the BERGAME setup (French acronym for facility to study aerosol scavenging and 
to measure the collection efficiency; see Section 1) for submicronic and neutralized aerosol particles 
(dap = 0.3 and 0.49 pm). As in nature, raindrops are highly charged [44]; thus, we particularly focused 
on the effect of the electric charge of drops on collection. Adam and Semone [45] and Lai et al. [22] 
measured notable increases in the collection efficiency by increasing the charge of drops. However, 
we found that the measurements of Lai et al. are difficult to analyze, as they seem to be mainly driven 
by phoretic effects [32]. For these new experiments, the thermodynamic conditions (temperature 
and relative humidity) in the aerosol chamber are measured with precision. Surprisingly, even if the 
drop electrical charge varies over a wide range, and the relative humidity varies over a very small 
one, the collection efficiencies still seem to be driven by phoretic effects (i.e., thermophoresis and 
diffusiophoresis).

For better understanding, a brief description of thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis is needed. 
Thermophoresis is a transport mechanism for particles suspended in a fluid with a temperature gradient. 
The kinetic energy from gas molecules' collisions with the particles are statistically asymmetrical, 
producing a force referred to as thermophoresis. This force opposes the temperature gradient in the 
gas because statistically, molecules collide more frequently and with greater kinetic energy with the 
side of the aerosol particles exposed to the molecules with the highest temperature.

Diffusiophoresis requires more detailed explanation because it is the result of a combination of two 
opposing contributions. The first, like thermophoresis, is linked to the discontinuous nature of the matter, 
which causes dissymmetry in the energy of molecular collisions at the surface of the particle. When 
an aerosol is in a species gradient—e.g., in the boundary layer of a drop changing phases—momentum 
transfers during collisions where the surrounding gas molecules are dissymmetrical, because the 
mass of molecules is statistically different. This first contribution is called 'pure diffusiophoresis' [20],
and it exerts a force on the particle ( Fdf ) in the same direction as the concentration gradient of the 
lightest molecule. Equation (3) presents the mathematical expression of pure diffusiophoresis force for 
a water drop.

' df
3 n ^ dap ^1 Mair '\jMvap

[ xair '\fMâïr + xvap VM
vap

D vap ^ air V'Xvap (3)

In this equation, n is the dynamic viscosity of the gas; xvap (JMvap) and xair (/Mair) are the volume 
fractions (/molar masses) of the vapour and the air, respectively; Dvap^air is the diffusion coefficient of

water vapour in air; and finally, V is the nabla operator.
The second contribution is linked to the continuity properties of matter, which produce 

a hydrodynamic flow when there is a phase change at an interface. This hydrodynamic flow is 
referred to as Stefan flow [46] and arises directly from the pressure variation created by the change of 
state [47].

For a droplet falling through a sub-saturated atmosphere, the pure diffusiophoresis contribution 
is an attractive force, while the drag associated with the Stefan flow is a repulsive force. Schmitt and 
Waldmann [48] found that the drag force associated with the Stefan flow is approximately five times 
greater than pure diffusiophoresis. For an evaporating drop, diffusiophoresis is therefore a repulsive 
force (Equation (4)).

F df
3 n n dap Mvap

xair '\fMâïr + xvap Mvap
-Dvap^air Vxvap (4)
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In sum, for a droplet falling through a sub-saturated atmosphère in thermodynamic equilibrium 
with its environment—in other words, when the temperature gradient in the droplet's boundary layer 
is linked solely to the droplet's enthalpy of vaporization, which is the case in our experiments but not 
necessarily in the environment, e.g., after crystal melting—Tinsley et al. [25] found that for particles 
with thermal conductivity similar to that produced in the present article, the thermophoresis force 
is approximately two times greater than the diffusiophoresis force, and that overall phoretic effects 
are attractive for an evaporating drop. Howgver, for large raindrops (Re > 20), the boundary loyer is 
separated at the rear of tfe drop [ 17,ft,e9]. For aerosol particles on the streamlines at the interface of 
the: recirculafions, "pure difgusi ophoresis" appears to attract them in the wake of tfe drop and thus 
increases the capture of submicron aerosol particles at the rear of the drop. This enhancement of reao 
capture due to phoretic effect was previously predicted theoretically [18].

To support this anolysis, parlicle trajectories are measured around 2.5 mm dreps freefalling at 
terminal velocity. These measurements are performed with tfe help of the particle image velocimetry 
technique (PIV) [50].

2. The Experimental Setup

The collection efficiency measurements prnsented in this paper were performed in the BERGAME 
chamber. This experimental setup, shown in Figure 1, was initially designed by Quérel. [29] 
and then supplemented to control and measure the respective electrical charges of the drops and 
aerosols [S2,43]. The system comprises three parts, a drop fenerator, a frejejecill shaft, and an aerorol 
chamber, each detailed below.

Figure 1. BERGAME experimental setup.
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2.1. The Drop Generator

The device used to produce monodispersed drops comprises a hypodermic syringe connected to 
a cylindrical tank with an overflow. This overflow system maintains a constant water level in the tank 
and therefore constant pressure in the syringe. This system produces very weakly dispersed drops 
(standard deviation close to 0.1 mm) with a very stable frequency. The diameters (D^rop), velocities 
(Vdr0p), and axis ratios (a) of drops were measured in the aerosol chamber (i.e., after 10 m in the freefall 
shaft) using double-flash shadowgraphy for the velocity (Figure (2). For the non-spherical drops, 
we adopted the notion af a diameteo equivalent to a sphere. As 2.5 mm drops remain symmetrical 
with respect to the vertical axis, thair diameter can be assessed by measuring tire sueface of the shadow 
of fha drop on the sansor [312] .

Figure 2. Measurement of the sizes, velocities, and axis ratios of drops. At is the time between two 
flashes, Az is the dsstance coossed by the drap during At , S^t,0p is the section of the drop, a and b are, 
respectively, the horizontal and vertical diameter of the drop.

The electric charge of the drops was controlled by connecting the water tank to a high-voltage 
power supply (U < 10 kV). The drop electric charge control systrm and the dr op charge measu rements 
are detailed in Sow and Lemaitre [42,43].

2.2. The Freefall Shaft

To replicate raindrops in nature. the drops proOuced by this g ener ation system aro g ravitationally 
aceeleeated ovee 10 m so that they atta(n their terminal velocity and eeuilibrium axis ratio. According 
te Wang and Pruppacher [51d this height is sufficient for drop s with 2.5 mm diameter to reach their 
terminal velocity fi.e., 7.3 m-s-1 [52]). This was, however, verified. In addition, we ensured that the 
electric potential applied to the water in the syringe did not influence the size of the drops (as the 
elecirio chaege produced by charginp the liquid coming out of the syrioge could potentially favor the 
release of drops, producing smaller drops), their terminal velooity (as they fall within the Earth's elecfric 
fiiefi) or their equnibrium axis ratios. As stated in the introduction( 2.5 m m diameter drops falling at 
their terminal velocity oscilfate [35,53] and therefore have a flattened spheroid shape. Zrnic et al. [54] 
suggest thi possibility of charge build-up in the areas of thi drop whert the radiue of curvature is 
larger, which would amplify its déformations. The influence af electric potential applied to tht syringe 
on these three parameters is detailed in Appendix A. No signifiant influence of the electrical potential 
is noted from these measurements.

Figure 3 shows that after a f0 m feaa feii, fha drops that penafrate ivfo fha eaepsoi shember ara 
raprasentetive of free-feiiing trops et farmivei vaiosity (fha maesheee valocities evt exis refios are iv 
line wifh fheorafisei motels ent previous measurements).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a): corrélation between drop size and velocity, and c omparison with the theoretical terminal 
velocity established by Beard [52]. (b): Comparison of tire distribution of axis ratios (bar graph in blue) 
measured in the a erosol chamber with mean axis ratios reported by? Andsager (in grey) [55]. This a rea 
includes ahe mean axis ratios measuted by? Pruppacher and Beard [56] and the moddls of Pruppacher 
and Pitters [57], (Green [58], and Beard and Chuang [59].

2.3. The Aérosol (Chamber

The collection chamber in the BERGAME experiment is a 1 meter high stainless steel cube 
(H = 1 m) with a 0.8 X 0.8 m2 square cross-section. It has two circular openings (one at the top» and ene 
at the bottom ) for drops to pass through. Air flow was laminarized and ffltered with a high-eetfciency 
particulate sir (HEPA) filter to provide dynamic containment of the serosol chamber [60]. These flows 
were dimensioned at each oO the orifices to prevent the laboeaioey, the freefall shaft, and the drop 
collector (rom being c ontaminated by aerosols injected into the aerosol chember. The aaroaol chambar 
hes iheee porthaies foe measuring the size, velocity/, and asis ra»io of the drops as they pass through. 
This s yBtem was uted to measure the s ize, axis ratioa and velocity/ of the drops ( Figures 2 and 3) for 
different electric potantials applied to the? syringe (Aypendix A). Temperature and relative humidity 
in the chamber were not controlled but were precisely measured. Aerobols were produced with 
an ultrasonic nebuliaet ,Synapte c: Atlanta, G A, USA, 2400). "This generator comprises a p iezoelectric 
ceramic that nebulizes ehe solution in which it is immersed as it vibrates (at 21400 kHz). For the 
experiments described in this paper, the solution ueed was ultrapure water (with a conductivity of 
about 5 gSVcm) in which pure fluoreseein sodium aalt was dissolved (C20H1bNa2O5). "This molecule 
was seleeted for its high fluorescence properties (measurable up to 1 X 10-11 kg-L-1 ) and because its 
hygroacopic properties tare well known [29]. The generator therefoee produced a sligh(ly disdersed 
misr of droplets that wae first dried by mixing with dry air, ihen using a diffusion dryer specially 
designed to proddea a dry aerosol. The geometric standard deviation of derosols produced by ehe 
nabulizer was 1.3 [29]. Dry particles of different sizes can be produced by varying the fluorescein 
sodium salt conceniration in the solution in the generator. Once dried, the aerosols were neutralized 
using a bipolar iod source (EAN 581, Topas). This system comprisee two corona ion sources of opposite 
polarity thae can be ad!usted separately. Each of the discharges peoduces an ionia curdent of up to 
150 gA, and the ions produced were mixed with the aerosol flows in a mixing chamber. When they 
leave the mixing chamber, the aerosols therefore have a charge seate that deeends on rhe electric 
voltage applied to each of ehe discharges. In the present article, these voltages are sel: to neutralize »he 
aerosol particles. Two elecirical low pressure impactors (ELPIe, DEKATI, Figure 1) simultaneously anh 
continually took samples f,om the aerosol chamber in crder to simultaneously determine the partic le) 
size distribution and characterize their charge [61]. One of thede two ELPIs (unctioned with its corona 
chaeger turned off and therefore measured the current left dn each impaction stage by the charged 
particles. The othar ELPI was used with its charger turned on and measured the size distribution
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of particles in the aérosol chamber. The ratio of these two values was used to determine the mean 
charge of the aerosols in the aerosol chamber (< qap >). The mass concentration of particles in the 
aerosol chamber was determined through constant sampling, by the HEPA filter, and then analyzed 
via fluorescence spectrometry ([C20Hx0Na2°5]chamber). The drops were collected when leaving the 
aerosol chamber, and their fluorescein concentration was measured also via fluorescence spectrometry 
( [C20H10Na2 °5 ]drop).

All these measurements were used to determine the efficiency with which aerosols particles are 
collected by raindrops. As previously introduced, this parameter can be defined as the ratio between 
the mass of fluorescein salt in the drops (Mc20H10Na2o5drop) and in the volume it swept (MC20H10Na2°5drop)• 
For each measurement point, almost 250 drops were collected in order to ensure statistical convergence 
of the collection efficiency.

E(dap, Ddrop,RH, < qap >, Qdrop*) MC20H10Na2O5dr0p _ j^op [C20H10Na2°5Idrop
Mc20h10 Na2°5 swept f Ddrop.H [C20H10Na2°5 ] chamber

2Ddrop [C20H10Na2°5 ]drop 

3H [C20H10Na2 °5] chamber

(5)

To calculate the collection efficiency (Equation (5)), the mass concentration of sodium fluorescein 
aerosols was determined on continuous sampling from a high-efficiency particulate air filter in 
the chamber. However, this mass concentration was also evaluated using the ELPI measurement. 
If a difference of more than 5% was observed between these two concentrations, the efficiency 
measurement was rejected because it meant that the particles were not made of pure fluorescein, 
that they were hollow from drying too quickly, or that they were non-spherical [62,63].

3. Results and Discussion

During this measurement campaign, the collection efficiencies are measured as a function of

• the size and charge of the aerosol particles,
• the size and charge of the drops, and
• the relative humidity in the aerosol chamber.

The initial intention was to characterize the influence of the electrical charge of drops upon 
the efficiency with which they collect neutralized submicron aerosols. Indeed, the measurements 
of Lai et al. [22] display a rapid increase in the collection efficiency when the surface charge density 
on the drop increases. The authors explain this observation by the polarization of the particle in the 
electric field produced by the drop. This polarization then induces an attractive force on the particle. 
We intended to quantify this mechanism based on new data.

As suggested by Lai et al., the electrical charge of the drop is represented by the surface charge 
density on the drop (u, ratio between the charge and surface of the drop, assuming that it is spherical) 
and not by the total charge to represent the results (Table 1), as is usually the case for perfect conductors. 
Indeed, Davis [64] showed that although a raindrop is a dielectric medium, considering a conductivity 
of 5 pS.cm-1 and a dielectric constant of 81, the charge of relaxation time of water is about 1 X 10-6 s. 
It is almost three orders of magnitude shorter than the interaction time between the aerosol particles 
and the drop (8 X 10-4 s, time for an aerosol particle to pass around the drop—evaluated from PIV 
measurement). Consequently, using electrostatic solutions for dielectric spheres with finite dielectric 
conductivities, he showed that water drops could be considered conducting spheres.
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Table 1. Collection efficiency (E) of 2.5 mm drops as a function of charge and relative humidity for two 
sizes of submicron aerosols. In this table, < daero > and < dup > are respectively the mean aerodynamic 
and physical diameter of the aerosol particles, a is the surface charge density on the drop, < qup > is 
the mean charge of the aerosol particles, and RH is the relative humidity in the aerosol chamber. The 
calculation of uncertainties is detailed in the appendix of Lemaitre et al. [32].

<daero> (pm)
<dap>
(^m) u (pC.cm-2) <qap> (e) RH (%) E (-)

(-5 ± 0.3) x 102 28.2 ± 0.2 (6.28 ± 0.6) x 10-4

(-2.7 ± 0.1) x 102 31.9 ± 0.2 (2.78 ± 0.2) x 10-4

(-7.2 ± 0.4) x 101 31.8 ± 0.2 (3.49 ± 0.4) x 10-4

(-4.94 ± 0.2) x 101 28.6 ± 0.2 (4.74 ± 0.4) x 10-4

(-1.95 ± 0.1) x 101 29.1 ± 0.2 (4.43 ± 0.4) x 10-4

0.62 ± 0.02
(-1.20 ± 0.1) x 101 29.8 ± 0.2 (3.64 ± 0.4) x 10-4

-4.52 29.6 ± 0.2 (5.55 ± 0.6) x 10-4

(1.17 ± 0.06) x 101 27.3 ± 0.2 (1.10 ± 0.1) x 10-3

0.49 (2 ± 0.1) x 101 0 ± 0.1 32.4 ± 0.2 (3.25 ± 0.2) x 10-4

(2.75 ± 0.1) x 101 27.1 ± 0.2 (1.60 ± 0.2) x 10-3

(6.44 ± 0.3) x 101 27.4 ± 0.2 (1.10 ± 0.1) x 10-3

(7.50 ± 0.4) x 101 27.5 ± 0.2 (1.02 ± 0.1) x 10-3

(7.50 ± 0.4) x 101 32.3 ± 0.2 (3.75 ± 0.2) x 10-4

(1.51 ± 0.1) x 102 27.7 ± 0.2 (8.39 ± 0.8) x 10-4

(2.67 ± 0.1) x 102 27.6 ± 0.2 (1.16 ± 0.7) x 10-3

(2.67 ± 0.1) x 102 32.4 ± 0.2 (3.44 ± 0.4) x 10-4

(5.31 ± 0.3) x 102 27.7 ± 0.2 (7.79 ± 0.7) x 10-4

(-1.44 ± 0.07) x 102 35.8 ± 0.2 (7.98 ± 0.7) x 10-4

(2.75 ± 0.1) x 102 36.3 ± 0.2 (6.55 ± 0.6) x 10-4
0.42 ± 0.02

0.3
(5.12 ± 0.2) x 101

0 ± 0.1
36.4 ± 0.2 (5.99 ± 0.6) x 10-4

(7.49 ± 0.4) x 101 36.8 ± 0.2 (4.77 ± 0.4) x 10-4

(2.67 ± 0.1) x 102 36.0 ± 0.2 (7.39 ± 0.7) x 10-4

(5.31 ± 0.3) x 102 35.7 ± 0.2 (6.91 ± 0.6) x 10-4

In Table 1, the first column reports the mean aerodynamic diameter (< daero >) of the aerosol 
continually characterised in the aerosol chamber using an ELPI. This aerodynamic diameter is then 
converted into a physical diameter [65], assuming a spherical particle shape (d«p):

dapCc(d«p) •Pup = daèroCc(daero )^p0. (6)

This implicit equation is solved iteratively. Terms Cc, p0, and pUp are, respectively, the Cunningham 
coefficient, the water density, and the density of the sodium fluorescein aerosol [29]. Figure 4 below 
displays all the measurements performed as a function of the surface charge density on the drop. These 
data were compared with the measurements of Wang and Pruppacher [16] performed for a neutral 
aerosol and drops of the same size and also neutral.
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Figure 4. Measurement of the influence of the drops' surface charge density on the collection efficiency 
of submtcron aérosol particles.

This figure ehows highly scattered retults that ladc coherence without any dependence on i;lre 
drops' surface charge density. No symmetry ss observed betwsen the positive and rregative charge 
densittes ors the drop, and the measurements seem to fluctuate erraticaliy. Flowever, this variability 
cannot be linked to the measurement uncertainties, whkh are much lower than this dispersion. 
It thereeore s;eems that another physical process shoulU explain this variability. These same results are 
presented in Figure 5 as a function of relative; humidity measueed in the; aerosol shamber.

Figure 5. Measurement of the influence of relative humidity in the aerosol chamber on the collection 
efficiency of drops.

Figure 5 shows a clear organization ot measurements as a function of relative humidity. 
Furthormore, this represeneation now drsplaye a consisteney b eiween our meaiuremenCs anO those 
of Wang end Pruppacher [16]. Moreover, for both of ihe aerorol sizes invesligated in the articls, 
no influence ot the drop charge is observed on the collection efficiency. This seems to indiceSe that the 
polarization of the aerosol particle produced by the surface charge on the drops dres not induce ann 
relevant attractive force on the aerosol.

At first tight, it is surprising tirât the increase of the surface; charge on the drop does not indure 
any; measurable enhencement of the cotiection efficiency, whereas in the same range of aerosol particle
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size, Lai et al. [22] measured a four-fold increase. As previously stated, Lai et al. [22] attribute this 
increase to a polarization of the particle in the electric field produced by the drop. This polarization is 
by definition linked to the dielectric constant of the particles. In Lai et al.'s experiments, the particles 
consisted of silver chloride, which has a dielectric constant close to 120 [66], while sodium fluorescein 
salt has a dielectric constant around 20 [67]. From these dielectric constant differences, we can evaluate 
from Davis simulations [64] that the induction force applied on silver chloride particles is 8 times 
greater than it is on sodium fluorescein ones. This différence in the dielectric constant may thus explain 
why, in the present article, no measurable effect of the surface charge on the drop is measured on the 
collection efficiency.

In contrast, although relative humidity only varies slightly between measurements (the standard 
deviation for relative humidity measured during the experiments for 0.49 gm diameter aerosols 
is only 2%, and 0.42% for 0.3 gm aerosols; Table 1), this slight variation seems to have a major 
impact on collection efficiency. For aerosols with a diameter of 0.3 gm (red curve), the collection 
efficiency doubles for a decrease of just 1% in relative humidity. For collection efficiencies measured 
for aerosols of 0.49 gm in diameter (blue curve), the values seem to reach a plateau for relative 
humidities above 29%. However, below this value, efficiencies quickly increase as the relative humidity 
decreases. Therefore, the collection efficiency triples for a variation of just 3% in relative humidity; i.e., 
approximately the same dependency on relative humidity is measured for aerosols with a diameter of 
0.3 gm, but no plateau is observed even if the relative humidity is higher. These results are somewhat 
surprising. Phoretic forces (thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis) are known to play an important role 
in collection [18,20]. The review paper of Santachiara et al. [20] about the contribution of phoretic 
effects to collection is an essential reference for identifying the respective subtleties of diffusiophoresis 
and thermophoresis. However, the magnitude of this variation is still a surprise, because theoretical 
models do not explain this result.

Various models exist for assessing the elementary contribution of phoretic effects in drop 
scavenging. Figure6comparesourmeasurements with the models ofWang et al. [68], Young [69]—based 
on the Slinn and Hale's [70] model for thermophoresis—and Davenport and Peters [71]. These three 
models assess the flux of particles colliding with the drop under the exclusive action of thermophoresis 
and diffusiophoresis (including the Stefan flow). In these models, inertia and weight of the particles are 
ignored while both thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis are assumed to be purely radial forces. These 
models are validated to evaluate the efficiency with which submicron aerosol particles are collected by 
droplets with a diameter smaller than 600 gm [16,21]. However, for bigger drops' measurements from 
Wang and Pruppacher [16], significant differences were highlighted with these flux models [68].

♦ Wang and Pruppacher (1977)

• Present experimental data

....... Wang et al. (1978) model

- - Young (1973) model

--------Davenport and Peters (1978)
model (V d )

aP

d = 0.49 um ap H
d = 0.3 pm

ap

Figure 6. Comparison of measurements performed for this article with the various theoretical models 
in the literature for assessing the elementary contribution of phoretic effects—please note that in this 
figure, the Davenport and Pe ters model (1978) is independent of aerosol particle size. These simulations 
were performed assuming tha t the drop is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its environment. The 
drop interface temperyture was determined using an enthalpy balance [ 4].
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Figure 6 shows that none of the three models présent the same évolution as our measurements. 
Nevertheless, among each other, they all show similar elementary collection efficiencies following the 
same trends— i.e., collection efficiencies with a very low dependency, or with no dependency on aerosol 
size [71]—and a slow continuous increase in elementary collection efficiency when relative humidity 
decreases 1.6%.%-1). This huge discrepancy, also previously highlighted [16], could suggest that one
or more of the assumptions behind these three models become invalid for raindrops with a diameter 
bigger than 600 pm.

As one of the first, Grover et al. [18] used Lagrangian tracking of particles in the flow around 
drops and showed that the rear capture mechanism, which is the driving collection mechanism for 
submicron aerosol particles [17,32], could combine with phoretic effects "to narrow the Greenfield 
gap" [18]. More specifically, it seems that phoretic effects cause aerosol particles to drift from the 
flow streamlines following the outline of the drop's wake to inside the wake. Once in the wake of 
the drop, they are re-accelerated to the rear surface of the drop under the combined effect of wake 
recirculating flows and gravity [17]. Unfortunately, the Lagrangian simulations of Grover et al. [18] 
were performed for relatively small raindrops (D^rop < 876 pm), because they required simulating the 
flow around drops at their terminal velocity. However, at diameters exceeding 1.6 mm, raindrops 
oscillate, which makes it extremely difficult to model air flow around them. Therefore, to test this 
assumption, we used experiments to characterize flows around drops with a diameter of 2.5 mm, 
at their terminal velocity, using the PIV technique [50]. This optical diagnostic involves seeding a flow 
using very low-inertia particles, so their relaxation time is much lower than the one characterizing the 
fluid flow. The Stokes number (St, Equation (7)) is often used to characterize the ability of particles to 
trace the flow, and particles with a Stokes number below 0.1 are referred to as tracers [72]. Successively 
recording their position between two points in time (b and t2 = t\ + At) makes it possible to deduce the 
fluid's velocity field in two dimensions if seeding is dense enough. In order to apply this technique to 
freefall drops at terminal velocity, the BERGAME setup was used (Figure 1). The aerosol chamber was 
replaced by a transparent square-section enclosure (5 cm X 5 cm) with a height of 60 cm and seeded with 
di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate droplets (DEHS, pDEHS = 900 kg-m-3) generated with a multi-jet pneumatic 
atomizer (TSI six-jet atomizer 9306). This atomizer is applied for the substantial concentration of 
microdroplets it produces (~ 107 particle-cm-3 ).

The Stokes number distribution (Equation (7)) for these microdroplets is presented in Figure 7. 
This measurement was based on the distribution of aerodynamic diameters measured using 
an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS TSI SPECTROMETER 3321). This measurement shows the 
very low inertia of the seeded particles (St < 0.1).

St
U^,Ddrop Cc, daero P0

9 Pair Ddrop
(7)
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Figure 7. Stokes number distribution of DEHS droplets used to seed the flow around drops in freefall.

The drops were detected passing through the camera's field of view using a fork optical sensor, 
which triggers the acquisition of two images with a At time lapse befween flashef. A specific optical 
configuration was used to limit the camera's deptii of field as much as possible and only observe the 
particles in the vertical plane, including the drop's axis of symmetry. The particle shadow velocimetry 
technique was used to do this. The camera (HiSense Neo, 12560 X 2160 pixels, 16 bit) was fitted with 
a macro lens (Canon MP-E 65 mm f/2.81 - 5x Macro), and the flow was backlit using a fluorescent screen 
excited by a pulsed 'aser, which freezes the flow on each imagp (with a 9 ns pulse duration). This setup 
prevented tire depfh of Pield from being limiped by the thickness o f the light sheet, as weuld be the case 
with conventional PIV optical systems [41,73], but instead by the lens's depth ot field—around 70 gm, 
depending on the manufacturer. This system was used to record a series of image pairs. The series 
was filtered in oeder to only keep the images thaï: include the drop's vertical axis; this selection was 
performed based on the contrast of the drop contour on the image.

Since our aim was to characterize air flows around the drop at terminal velocity, in the frame of 
referencs ob the drop, its (tenter coordinstes werw detected on each of tPe images, and the sscond image 
in each pair wae translated in order to make bhe center of tde drop overlap on each brame. The typicpl 
oscillation period for a 2.5 mm drop (Tosci = fL = 12 ms; /os8 = 85 Hz [35]) is significantly londer 
than the time between the two frames (At = 9 ps), so the drop contours overlap perfectly on each of 
the images reposiïioned around the drop.

The PIV method used was an adaptive correlation algorithm with variable interrogation window 
shape pnd size, mpking it possible to follow both the contours of the droplet—which are first 
masked—and the flow velocity gradients [74]. Figure 8 shows an example of flow measuremena 
around a 2.5 mm diametee dsop under dravitational acceleration from a height of 10 m. The color 
code is the gas velocity module around the drop, and the flow streamlines are spperimposed on this 
color code. These meaturemenfs were taken under atmospheric pressure, temperature, and relative 
humidity ITj;,. = 20 °C and RIT = 49%).
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0 mm 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm

Figure 8. Instantaneous flow field around the drop measured using particle image velocimetry (PIV). 
Vx is the velocity comportent following e x, and Vy is tire velocity c omponent following e y.

Upstream of the drop, purely vertical flow is observed, with a module very close to the drop's 
terminal velocity ( VTC = Vp-e y ~ ï^co,ztdj.op ■ y)- As they approach the drep, the streamlines embrace 
it. Below the drop's equator (0a > 65°) the streamlines converge together and the flow reaccelerates 
(in the boundary layer, velocity even exceeds the terminal velocity of the drop). Finally, we observe 
a flow separation at the poina annotated S in Figure 8 ( 0s ~ 76°, subcrilical separation). Beyond ahis 
separation point (0s > 76°), the boundary lyyer is completely separated from the drop. In this wrke, 
the velocities measured art; very low (< 1 m-s-1i, whereas upstream of the drop, the flow? measured is 
rerfectly symmetrical around the vertical axis of the drop (dotted line in Fiyure 8); dissymmetrical and 
unateady recirculating flows, -very similar to the observations of Saylor and Jones [75] are obseaved in 
the wake. For drope with the same Reynolds number, Saylor and Jones observed voetex shedding, 
which seems to ba the cas ewith our measurements.

A few "streamlines" can be aeen in red In this area, which penetrate the drop's wake and then 
come into contact with the drop, 's aear face. Strictly ipeaking, these lines are not "flow streamliney. " 
Fluid parcels do not penetrate the drop's wake. They are actually "seeding particle streamlines," i.e., 
curves which are tangent lo each point of the partiale velocity vectors. It is generally aasumed that for 
pafticles with Stokes numbeas below 0.1, these two notians tire equivalent because the paeticles have 
very low? inertia [72]. However, in the flow area where the "partiale streamlines" penetrate into the 
drop's wake, seeding particles cross a regian with high vapor fraction gradients. Tie relative humidity 
in the wake is high becausa the air is sparsely renewed and continually "licks" the rear surface of 
the drop . Howevae, oulside these recirculating flows, the flow is very quicily renewed ( >7 m-s-1 , 
Figure 8), so relative humidity is close to almospheric humidity? (RH = 49% cn Figure 8). This high
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vapor fraction generates a pure diffusiophoresis force. In this spécifie configuration, the particles do 
not experience Stefan flow because the streamlines are far away from the drop interface, which causes 
this flow. Therefore, in this configuration, diffusiophoresis is a force exerted in the same direction as 
the vapor gradient, i.e., horizontally and directed towards the drop axis. Diffusiophoresis does not 
attract particles towards the drop but into its wake. Once they have been trapped in the drop wake, 
submicron particles are collected behind it.

This velocity field seems to indicate a strong link between phoretic forces and rear capture for 
low-inertia aerosols and for raindrop with flow separation (Rèdr0p > 20 [46]) and helps understand 
why none of the models cited above [68,69,71] reproduce the sharp increase in collection efficiency 
with decreasing relative humidity. It is not, in fact, phoretic forces as such driving collection, but rear 
capture (i.e., the combined action of gravity and wake recirculating flows). Phoretic forces are simply 
the catalyst that enables aerosols to penetrate this wake. Without modelling the wake, it is impossible 
to predict the sharp increase in collection efficiency we measured, which is shown in Figure 5.

4. Conclusions

While the results of this article are serendipitous, they show that phoretic forces can have a major 
impact on the below-cloud scavenging of submicron aerosols. We measured a considerable effect of 
relative humidity, with collection efficiencies doubling for every percentage point drop in relative 
humidity. Although this coincides with the experimental results of Wang and Pruppacher (1977), none 
of the models in the literature seem to predict that phoretic effects would be so significant.

By applying the PIV technique for drops falling at terminal velocity, we have also shown that 
very low-inertia aerosols could penetrate the wake of drops and be collected on the rear surface in 
a sub-saturated atmosphere.

Even though some of the moisture levels investigated in this article seem very low for rain events, 
it is possible to encounter rain with low relative humidity at ground level, especially at the very 
beginning of a rainfall event. Virga are examples of such situations. Moreover, it is expected that 
the compelling between phoretic effect and rear capture could also be activated at higher relative 
humidities for smaller raindrops for two reasons. First, for smaller drops (Rèdr0p < 130), eddies remain 
stuck at the rear of the drop and thus enhance rear capture [17,18,32]. Second, as the velocity of the 
drop is lower, the lifetime of the aerosol particles along the streamlines around the wake is longer, 
and as a consequence, a lower vapor gradient would be required to transport the aerosol particles to the 
wake region. These preliminary results and their analyses should be confirmed with complementary 
measurement over a wider range of relative humidities and drop sizes.

This link between phoretic effects and rear capture is still complicated to model in detail because it 
requires simultaneously knowing flows, species fields (to precisely calculate the pure diffusiophoresis 
force exerted on particles) and temperature fields (to calculate the thermophoresis force exerted on 
particles). These three fields are difficult to simulate, as they are linked together via Stefan flows. 
Moreover, a major scientific obstacle remains for drops with diameters of 1.6 mm and above at their 
terminal velocity that oscillate at high frequency (120 Hz [35]), which makes Navier-Stokes equations 
particularly difficult to solve. To overcome these difficulties, hybrid approaches are proposed [76], 
coupling level set methods, for dynamic analysis of the interface [77]; ghost fluid methods, to improve 
the capture of density and viscosity jumps at interfaces [78]; and volume-of-fluid methods, to ensure 
preservation of mass [79]. These hybrid methods could be used for dynamic analysis of free interfaces 
and are therefore adapted to simulate the oscillations of drops and their impact on air flow. Moreover, 
in order to model phoretic effects, implementing an evaporation model into this approach is essential 
for calculating the pure diffusiophoresis and thermophoresis forces at each point of the flow while 
precisely assessing the contribution of the Stefan flow in the flow around the drop. The model of 
Tanguy et al. [80] could be used for this. It considers the interface at thermodynamic equilibrium, 
and therefore saturated with vapor, which is then transported by flow. Finally, using these velocities, 
temperatures and vapor fraction fields determined theoretically, particles could be tracked around the
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drop at terminal velocity in a Lagrangian procedure [11]. Présent measurements would be excellent 
candidates for the validation of such a theoretical approach.
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Ap pendix A

Tbiisi appendia presents an empieical exammution of the influence of the electric field applied to the 
drop generaSor or. thc properties of dropa in th^e aerosol chamber. For clcrity, only the distribution of 
drop. diameter, axi s ratio, and vrlocity are displayed in Figurer /Si und A2 for the tower surface c harg e 
density. Theee figurns show t°at the el.ectr’ic: field applied to the doop generator has no signficant 
effect on either the diameter of the produced drops, thoir éirîpi^ct't ratio, on their terminal velocitieO) 
Nome of these vÿ-nlue^s/ vary signiflcantly with respect ho meaeurement uncertaintius. As a consequence, 
any collection efflciency variation abserved .n ^biis papur is probabfy not linlied to mechanical offocts 
indirectly ars ocieted with ramdrop electrical charges.

Figure Al. Influence of surface charge density on drop morphological properties.

<7 (pC/cm2)

Figure A2. Influence of surface charge density on trop Uerminal velocity.
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